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Abstract
We present the definitions of a new set of high-resolution spectral indices,
analogous to the Lick system, to be used for small stellar systems. Cur-
rent spectral line index systems are defined for low resolution spectra,
and cannot be used to study faint lines. This way useful information in
the spectra of small stellar systems, for example to calculate abundance
ratios of various elements, cannot be extracted. To solve this crucial
problem we have defined a set of new indices using the PEGASE.HR stel-
lar population models, based on the high-resolution ELODIE.3 empirical
stellar library (Prugniel & Soubiran 2001, 2004). We identify 113 strong
absorption features and continuum regions in the wavelength range 4700
- 5400 Å. In order to be able to measure not only metallicity but also
abundance ratios of alpha elements, we investigate the dependence of
the line indices on alpha-elemental abundance ratio using the theoretical
models of Walcher & Coelho. The chemical abundance patterns of many
elements in the spectra leave us with a powerful information to study the
formation history of dwarf galaxies.

Keywords: galaxies: dwarf elliptical — galaxies: evolution — galaxies:
abundances ratios — galaxies: stellar populations — techniques: spec-
troscopic — techniques: line indices
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3.1 Introduction
For unresolved galaxies, stellar population synthesis is fundamental to
understand its formation and evolution. Broadband color information at
several wavelengths is routinely used to study star formation histories and
metallicities at intermediate and high redshift. When more information
is available, low resolution spectra are used to also study metallicity
distributions and abundance ratios. A nice example is given by Conroy,
Graves & van Dokkum (2014), who study abundance ratios of various
elements in a sample of stacked SDSS spectra with a range of velocity
dispersion. Because of the low resolution of the spectra, and also the
limited depth of the SDSS survey for faint galaxies, they could not go to
velocity dispersions lower than about 100 km/s corresponding to pressure
supported stellar systems with a stellar mass of 4 109 M�.

While the availability of high S/N spectra for dwarf galaxies was very
limited until a decade ago, in the last years the available amount of high-
quality spectroscopic data is rapidly increasing, because of larger tele-
scopes, but especially better instruments, offering a larger multiplexing
capability. Not only higher S/N spectra are available for massive galax-
ies, but also high S/N spectra of fainter objects, such as dwarf galaxies
and UDGs, are becoming available.

Abundance ratios of many elements are used to obtain a very detailed
picture of the formation and evolution of a galaxy (see e.g. Tolstoy, Hill
& Tosi 2009 for Local group galaxies). This way of studying galaxies is
called galactic archaeology. Measured abundances of various elements al-
low us in principle to understand which enrichment processes have been
more effective throughout the various epochs of galaxy formation, be-
cause different types of supernovae, which are responsible for the chemi-
cal enrichment of the galaxies, have different timescales and yields.

The chemical enrichment is mainly produced by two types of Supernovae.
On one hand, type II supernovae, which are resulting from exploding
massive stars, produce more α-elements (e.g. O, Mg, Si, S, Ca and Ti)
as compared to Fe (Worthey, Faber, & Gonzalez 1992) when compared to
the solar neighborhood. For these the timescales, the lifetimes of massive
stars are much shorter than those of the second category of Supernovae:
SN Type Ia and which originate from white dwarfs in close binaries,
which have a much longer time scale. Given that the relative fraction of
the contributions of both SN types can vary from galaxy to galaxy, the
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[α/Fe] ratio can be used as a cosmic clock, which can tell us about the
timescales of star formation.

The elements heavier than Fe are generally caused by neutron-capture
in stars. Neutron-capture (n-capture) nucleosynthesis can occur slowly
through the s-process, which takes place in environments with low neu-
tron densities such as low mass asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars, or
rapidly through the r-process, which is dominated by enormous neutron
fluxes (such as those happening during the SNe II explosions or neutron
star-neutron star mergers). Typical s-process elements are Y, Sr, Ba, Pb
while Eu is often cited as r-process element (Kobayashi et al. 2006).

The observed strong correlation of [α/Fe] abundance ratio and galaxy
mass is an indication of the downsizing of galaxies (Vazdekis, Trujillo, &
Yamada 2004; Nelan et al. 2005; Thomas et al. 2005). Consistent with
this is that dEs in Virgo cluster are consistent with solar [α/Fe] abun-
dance ratios and that star formation must have happened on longer time
scales in these systems (Gorgas et al. 1997). Several works confirmed
these results and found that dEs have younger ages and lower metallic-
ities than normal Es (Geha, Guhathakurta & van der Marel 2003; van
Zee, Barton & Skillman 2004). In a recent work, we have been able
to start a program to obtain and analyze abundance ratios in dwarf el-
lipticals. Şen et al. (2018) show central [Mg/Fe], [Ca/Fe] and [Na/Fe]
abundance ratios values for 39 Virgo dEs drawn from the SMAKCED
project sample (Toloba et al. 2014a), and found that [Na/Fe] is under-
abundant with respect to solar, whereas [Mg/Fe] is around solar. This
is exactly opposite to what is found for giant ellipticals where both Na
and Mg are overabundant. For [Ca/Fe] the situation is unclear. It is also
shown that dEs fall on a relatively tight relation between [Na/Fe] and
[Fe/H], which includes Local Group dwarf galaxies, the Milky Way, and
giant elliptical galaxies.

Interpretation of abundance ratios of other elements is more complicated,
and has, apart for giant ellipticals (Conroy, Graves & van Dokkum 2014)
been limited mostly to the Local Group (e.g. Tolstoy, Hill & Tosi 2009).
In dEs, up to now, very little information is available on abundance ratios
of various elements, mainly because of the lack of high S/N spectra, but
also because of the lack of methods to analyse them.

When stars are not resolved, we can study the integrated light from dis-
tant galaxies. The fact that all the light from millions or more stars is
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added up, means that the interpretation will be plagued severely by de-
generacies, such as, for example, the nontrivial degeneracy between age
and metallicity (Worthey, Faber & Gonzalez 1992, and see chapter 2 for
a more elaborate description). But also, for example, the determination
of the IMF slope suffers from this. The degeneracy is especially impor-
tant when low-resolution spectra are used, as much more information is
blended. One can break the age-metallicity degeneracy either by using
a wide wavelength baseline, or using higher resolution data, as long as
the velocity dispersion is low enough that the required information is not
washed out.

Observed spectral data can be studied either by fitting the full spectrum
or by focusing on selected line indices. Spectroscopic indices rely on
the strengths of spectral features, which are dominated by transitions of
atoms or molecules. These spectral indices are sensitive to the abundance
of these atoms or molecules, but also on the age or/and the metallicity
of a stellar population.

Although nowadays most often the stellar population information of
galaxies is obtained using full spectral fitting (e.g. STARLIGHT, Cid
Fernandes et al. 2005; Conroy, Graves & van Dokkum 2014), there are
several arguments why absorption line indices sometimes give equally
good results and are easier to use. For example, in case important parts
of the spectrum are affected by instrumental problems, such as telluric
line contamination. Or, for example, if one wants to derive the abun-
dance of a certain element, knows which transitions to investigate, but
does not have a good idea on how exactly the stellar energy distribution
(SED) depends on the relative abundance of this element. Indices can be
especially useful if no accurate stellar population models are available,
so that relative measurements can still be done.

The line index system most commonly used is the Lick system (Burstein
et al. 1984; Faber et al. 1985), which defines absorption-line indices at
medium resolution (∼8-9 Å FWHM, which corresponds to velocity dis-
persion at 5000 Å of about 215 km/s). Extensions have been published
by Worthey & Ottaviani (1997) and Serven, Worthey & Briley (2005).
In Vazdekis et al. (2010), the LIS system is defined at 3 canonical res-
olutions, namely 5, 8.4 and 14 Å. The lowest of these corresponds to
a galaxy velocity dispersion of 127 km/s at 5000 Å, which still is not
optimal for dwarf galaxies. Low resolution indices are also not optimal,
since they usually contain many absorption features blended together. To
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create a higher resolution system, one needs a higher resolution stellar
library, and corresponding higher resolution stellar population models.
At present, efforts are underway to make a library covering the wave-
length range all the way from 3000 Å to 2.4 µm, in the X-Shooter library
project (Chen et al. 2014, Gonneau et al. 2019, accepted to A&A), but
since this library is not ready at the moment of writing this paper, we
have used the ELODIE library and models (see Section 2), which have
a sufficiently high spectral resolution R=10000, and cover the required
metallicity range between [Z/H]= -1 and 0.

To obtain information about the response of models to theoretical abun-
dance we can use either so-called abundance response functions (e.g.
Conroy, Graves & van Dokkum 2014) or directly use the line indices. Us-
ing the indices has many advantages: we can obtain several independent
measurements of the abundance of each elements and we have more con-
trol over the lines - we can ignore a measurement if we have reasons to
suspect that it might be unreliable. On the other hand to use response
functions has the benefit that lower S/N spectra can be used. In this
paper, however, the available S/N is large enough to use indices.

The present paper is the first of a series of 2 presenting a study of the
abundance distributions of 14 elements in dwarf ellipticals. In this paper,
we define a high resolution system of line indices to study the abundance
ratios in small stellar systems, and study some of their properties. A
forthcoming paper (Paper 2) will analyze the central abundance distri-
bution of dwarf ellipticals in the Fornax Cluster taken with the SAMI
instrument at the AAT in the high resolution mode.

3.1.1 Outline

The outline of this paper is as follows. In §3.2 introduces the spectra
which are used to define the new indices. §3.3 presents the major ab-
sorption features that we define and the method used for the definition.
In §3.4, we characterize the dependence on age and metallicity of the
indices. In §3.5, we investigate the dependence of the line indices on
alpha-elemental abundance ratios . A discussion of our results is pro-
vided in §3.6. Finally, our conclusions are summarized in §3.7. The
Appendix §3.A put all tables for all the lines. The Appendix §3.B and
the Appendix §3.C present all figures for the behaviour of the indices as
a function of metallicity, age and spectral resolution and 3D-diagrams,
respectively.
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3.2 Spectra
In this paper we present the definition of a set of high-resolution spec-
tral indices, analogous to the Lick system, which make it possible to
study the abundance ratios in systems with low stellar velocity disper-
sion, i.e. dwarf galaxies, globular clusters, UDGs etc. Although the
available amount of spectroscopic data for dEs has grown both in num-
ber and quality, the problem is that current spectral indices are defined
for low resolution spectra, which makes it impossible to study the fainter
lines. To achieve this, we have used the ELODIE high resolution spectra
(Prugniel & Soubiran 2001, 2004) to define a set of new indices which have
been selected taking into account that they cover transitions involving
many elements. They are able to break the age-metallicity degeneracy
and depend as little as possible on spectral resolution. Ideally, these lines
will be located in isolated patches of spectrum with minimal crowding.

The ELODIE library is a stellar database of 1959 spectra for 1503 stars,
observed with the echelle spectrograph ELODIE on the 193 cm telescope
at the Observatoire de Haute Provence. The typical signal-to-noise (S/N)
ratio of the spectra is 500 Å−1. It has a large coverage of atmospheric
parameters : Teff from 3000 K to 60000 K, log g from -0.3 to 5.9 and
[Fe/H] from -3.2 to +1.4. The library provides spectra at two different
resolutions (R=42000 and R=10000), where we used R=10000 calibrated
in physical flux (σ = 12.7 km s−1 at FWHM = 0.55 Å).

We use a grid of single age and metallicity (SSP) stellar population mod-
els computed with the evolutionary synthesis code: PEGASE.HR (Le
Borgne et al. 2004). These models are based on the empirical stellar
library ELODIE.3 (Prugniel & Soubiran 2001, 2004). The models are
SSP models, which have a range of -1.7 to 0.4 in metallicity [Fe/H] and
1 Myr to 20 Gyr in age.

3.3 Defining indices
Since the galaxy spectra that we analyze in Paper 2 cover the range from
4700-5400 Å, we identified major absorption features and continuum re-
gions in this spectral range using the spectral atlas of Arcturus∗. Once
selected, for each line we pre-defined three wavelength bands containing

∗ http://spectra.freeshell.org/spectroweb.html
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the feature and two pseudocontinua on both the blue and red sides of
the central feature. The line indices are determined using their equiv-
alent width, which one gets by integrating the difference between the
pseudocontinuum and the flux over the central or index passband.

The lines are chosen from the Atlas of Arcturus to study as many elements
as possible by defining indices around features contain absorption lines
from transitions of these elements, selecting lines that are as isolated as
possible, together with continuum bands as devoid of lines as possible.

The initial definition provided us with a first look into the general be-
haviour of the index as a function of age, metallicity and velocity dis-
persion (σ). After analysing this pre-definition, we improved the initial
pre-definition of each index. To do this, we used an automatic programme
which performs a multidimensional maximization of index values. This
programme changes the limits of the central feature and the two pseudo-
continuum bands, around their initial values and for each new definition,
it measures the value of the index for the whole set of models and finds
the maximum value of the index. When doing this we made sure that
the feature and continuum bands did not shift by more than 5 Å from
the original guess.

We measured the newly defined indices for the whole grid of models (with
from 0.1 to 13 Gyr for ages and from -1.7 to 0.4 [Fe/H] for metallicities),
at a velocity dispersion of typical values for objects with σ ∼ 25 km s−1

(Eftekhari et al., in preparation). For the model of t = 3 Gyr and [Fe/H]
= -0.4 we also studied the effect of changing the resolution. Here we
broadened the spectra with velocity dispersions up to σ = 130 km s−1.
Figure 3.3 shows the results for some indices, where we have plotted
index versus [Fe/H] and age, respectively and their dependence on σ
for the case of a model with t = 3 Gyr and [Fe/H] = -0.4 . Although
in Figure 3.3 we only show a few representative indices, all others are
shown in Figure 3.10- 3.25 in the Apendix 3.B.

We also measured the indices of Elodie stars with σ = 25 km s−1 (which
corresponds to R=5000) to understand better the dependence on age
and metalicity. Some examples of line indices are shown in Figure 3.4,
the rest of them are plotted (Figure 3.26- 3.35) in the Appendix 3.C. In
Figure 3.4 we show how the line strength indices change as a function of
effective temperature, surface gravity, and metallicity.

We list the features that we defined in Table 3.2 in Appendix 3.A. The
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index name is composed of the element or elements that the index targets,
along with the central wavelength of the index passband. Wavelengths
are listed in units of angstroms. None of the features in Serven et al.
is included, since they are meant for low resolution spectra. From the
original Lick system we only include the Mgb index, since this is the only
Mg-line in this part of the spectrum.

We tried to obtain at least a number (3 or more) of indices per element (if
available) for as many elements as possible, with equivalent widths larger
than 0.1 Å in order to be able to measure the index well. For Fe and
Ti there were so many lines that we only selected some of the brightest
features. We also tried to select indices that were only dependent on
age or metallicity, although most indices are dependent on both (Section
3.5).

3.4 Defining the age and metallicity indica-
tors

In this section we characterize the dependence on age and metallicity
of the indices. To do this, we consider the indices i for 25 represen-
tative SSP-models of different ages (j = 1, ..., Nj = 5) and metallicities
(k = 1, ..., Nk = 5), and estimated the slope of the iso-metal lines, β, and
of the isocrones, α, in those points. For each point equation (3.1) and
equation (3.2) give the definitions for αi and βi, respectively, where I is
the index name, Z is the metallicity [Fe/H], and t represents the age.

αi(tj) =

∣∣∣∣∣δIi(Z, t)δZ

∣∣∣∣∣
tj

(j = 1, ..., Nj) (3.1)

βi(Zk) =

∣∣∣∣∣δIi(Z, t)δlog t

∣∣∣∣∣
Zk

(k = 1, ..., Nk) (3.2)

We then get the average, relative variation of the index i as a function
of metallicity by averaging the Nj (in this case 5) ages:

Ai =

√√√√∑Nj

j=1

(
αi(tj)

Ii

)2

Nj

(3.3)
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and the variation of the index i as a function of age is given by Equa-
tion 3.4.

Bi =

√√√√∑Nk

k=1

(
βi(Zk)
Ii

)2

Nk

(3.4)

Figure 3.5 shows that the values of Ai and Bi for each index i grouped
per element and Figure 3.6 shows that the comparison of age and metal-
licity dependence for all elements. We note that the elements H and Mg
are presented here as a reference elements. Data points near the X-axis
are metallicity-indicators, while the ones near the Y-axis are age indi-
cators. We list the values of Ai and Bi for each index i in Table 3.1 in
Appendix 3.A.

3.5 Dependence on [α/Fe]
The chemical abundance patterns in the spectra of stellar population are
a direct tracer of histories of star formation and chemical enrichment of
galaxies. So, in order to be able to measure not only metallicity but
also abundance ratios of alpha elements we investigated the dependence
of the line indices on alpha-elemental abundance ratios using the the-
oretical models of Walcher et al. (2009) (hereafter W09). The models
predict the spectra of SSPs in the age range 2-13 Gyr, for the abundance
values [Fe/H] = -0.5 to 0.2 and [α/Fe] = 0.0 and 0.4 at a constant res-
olution of FWHM = 1 Å. This leaves us with powerful models to study
high/medium resolution galaxy spectra.

We compare the models of two different α-element-to-iron abundance
ratios ([α/Fe] = 0.0 and 0.4) for the newly defined indices. When en-
hancing the abundances of the α-elements, the abundances of the Fe-peak
elements are decreased in order to keep the total metallicity fixed. W09
define the elements N, O, Mg, Ca, Na, Ne, S, Si, and Ti as α-elements
(see Figure 3.7) and Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, and Zn as Fe-peak elements
(see Figure 3.8).

Indices characterized to be insensitive to α/Fe can be defined as a good
metallicity indicators. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show that for the alpha
enhanced models the α-elements are increasing in strength, while the Fe-
peak elements have lower strengths than for the models at solar abun-
dance ratio. In these figures are shown that Fe-peaks elements (which
are Co, Cr, Mn, Ni, Sc, V and Fe) are insensitive to α/Fe when compare
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Figure 3.1 – The model spectra of t = 3 Gyr and [Fe/H] = -0.4, typical
for the dwarf galaxies are plotted with the new indices indicated for each
element.
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Figure 3.2 – Same as Figure 1.
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Figure 3.3 – Behaviour of the indices as a function of metallicity, age
and spectral resolution. On the left is shown the indices vs. metallicity
([Fe/H]= -1.7, -0.7, -0.4, 0.0, 0.4); each age is shown as a circle with
different color. In the middle is shown the behaviour of indices vs. age
(0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 13 Gyr); each metallicity has a different symbol with
different color. The left and middle panels have been calculated for σ=
25 km s−1. On the right is shown the behaviour of indices as a function of
velocity dispersion (with σ= 10-130 km s−1). Their dependence on σ are
given for the case of a model with t = 3 Gyr and [Fe/H]= -0.4, typical
for the dwarf galaxies discussed in Paper 2. Here 7 example indices are
shown. The rest is shown in Appendix B.
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Figure 3.4 – Indices as a function of effective temperature (log Teff),
surface gravity (log g) and metallicity ([Fe/H]) shown in a 3D-diagram
for all the Elodie stars. The ELODIE library is a stellar database of 1959
spectra for 1503 stars with atmospheric parameters: Teff from 3000 K to
60000 K, log g from -0.3 to 5.9 and [Fe/H] from -3.2 to +1.4. All of the
line indices in Fig. 3.3 are presented here. The rest is shown in Appendix
C. The V4864 line indices is a good example for typical age indicator.
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Figure 3.5 – Comparision of age and metallicity dependence for each
element. We note that the elements H and Mg are presented here as
a reference elements to understand age and metallicity indicator lines.
Data points near the X-axis are metallicity-indicators, while the ones
near the Y-axis are age indicators.
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Figure 3.6 – Comparision of age and metallicity dependence for all
elements. We note that the elements H and Mg are presented here (Hβ

and Mgb, respectively.) as a reference elements.
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Figure 3.7 – Differences between the alpha-enhanced predictions ([α/Fe]
= 0.4) and the solar-scaled ones ([α/Fe] = 0.0) for α-elements. On the
x-axis is given the index at solar α/Fe.

the α-elements. Even though Ni is belonging to the group of Fe-peak
elements, the Ni5036 acts as α-elements because this line is affected and
contributed by Ti5036.

3.6 Discussion

We have introduced a new set of high-resolution spectral indices to be
used for small/medium size stellar systems. We have identified 113 ab-
sorption features, belonging to 14 elements. In these elements, we can
work with in three different groups, which are the α-elements, Fe-peak
elements and heavy elements (s and r process).

Tinsley (1979) suggested that the [α/Fe] trend with [Fe/H] can be ex-
plained as the consequence of the time delay between SN II and SN Ia
(the lifetimes of SNIa progenitors are longer than those of SNII). This
is seen as a knee in a plot of [Fe/H] vs. [α/Fe]. It is characteristic in
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Figure 3.8 – Differences between the alpha-enhanced predictions ([α/Fe]
= 0.4) and the solar-scaled ones ([α/Fe] = 0.0) for Fe-peak elements.
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Figure 3.9 – Differences between the alpha-enhanced predictions ([α/Fe]
= 0.4) and the solar-scaled ones ([α/Fe] = 0.0) for heavy elements.

the Milky Way, where low metallicity halo stars generally have [Mg/Fe]
values ∼ 0.4, a value attained only by SN II enrichment, going down to 0,
i.e., representative for disc stars like the Sun, an equilibrium asymptotical
value reached without infall of fresh gas.

From these solar abundance ratios in the disc of our Milky Way, one can
draw a conclusion that star formation has taken place on long time-scales
compared to the halo. In elliptical galaxies, [α/Fe] and [Fe/H] can be
estimated from absorption lines (e.g. Faber 1973; Peletier 1989; Worthey
et al. 1994; Thomas, Maraston & Bender 2003; Cervantes & Vazdekis
2009), and link to properties of galaxies. Local Group dSph galaxies also
have high [α/Fe] values at low metallicities, similar to the Milky Way
halo, and evolve down to lower values then are seen in the MW at the
same metallicities (Tolstoy, Hill & Tosi 2009).

In this work, we have defined indices, which allow us, using the SSP
approximation, to determine ages and metallicities of low mass stellar
systems, and also abundance ratios of various elements, calibrated by
the models of Pegase-HR and the W09 models.

Here we discuss the various elements for which abundances can be de-
termined using our new line index system, and their use for the under-
standing of stellar populations in galaxies.

3.6.1 α-elements : Ca, Na, Mg and Ti

The new indices contain 6 well-defined lines of calcium and 18 lines of
titanium, but sodium is represented by only one line - at 4978 Å. Six
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calcium lines are generally visible in our spectra but two of them (which
are Ca4878 and Ca5188 represent by gray color in the Fig. 3.7) are very
low intensity lines. For titanium 6 lines, separated by dashed line, are
weak (See Fig. 3.7).

Mg is generally used as the standard element to measure [α/Fe], since it
is relatively easy to measure, while O, on the contrary, is rather hard (see
e.g. Conroy, Graves & van Dokkum 2014). For this reason we measured
Mgb line as a reference.

The α-elements have often been identified as a homogeneous group but
their individual nucleosynthetic origin is not always the same. For in-
stance, Mg is produced by massive stars during the hydrostatic He burn-
ing phase. However, Ca, and Ti are mostly produced during the SN II
explosion. For this reason, Ca, and Ti generally trace each other, while
Mg shows a different trend relative to Fe.

The observations of halo and disk Galactic stars show, on one hand, that
[Ca/Fe] closely follows the behaviour of other α-elements as a function
of [Fe/H] (McWilliam 1997). However, for example in massive galax-
ies, [Ca/Fe] is underabundant, while [Mg/Fe] is overabundant (see e.g.
Cenarro et al. 2003).

The production of Na is expected to be sensitive to neutron excess
(Woosley & Weaver 1995), and therefore depends on the amount of
neutron-rich nuclei present in the supernova before the synthesis of odd-Z
metal. Na is synthesized during hydrostatic carbon burning and partly
in the hydrogen envelope (Ne, Na cycle). Since the neutron excess is
strongly metallicity-dependent, this could explain the low [Na/Fe] values
that are being found for the Fornax dwarf (Letarte et al. 2010) and for
dEs in Virgo (Şen et al. 2018).

3.6.2 Fe-peak elements: Co, Cr, Mn, Ni, Sc, V and Fe

In our set there are 4 well-defined lines of Co, 11 lines of Cr, 8 lines of
Mn, 4 lines of Ni, 5 lines of V, 3 lines of Sc, and Fe is represented by
around 50 lines. However, one of Co lines, two of Cr lines and two of
Mn lines are visible in our spectra but they are (a shown by gray color
in the Fig. 3.8) very weak lines. Beside that some lines for Fe which are
separated by dashed line with equivalent width < 0.1 in Fig. 3.8, are
weak.
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Fe, Co, Ni, and Zn are produced mainly by complete explosive Si burn-
ing in the deepest layers. McWilliam et al. (1995) found that [Co/Fe]
increases with decreasing [Fe/H]. Co and Ni are thought to be synthe-
sized in the same nuclear process, but unlike [Co/Fe], [Ni/Fe] shows no
trend with [Fe/H]. The yields of Ni and Fe have a constant ratio, but
the correlation is not as tight as that between Cr and Fe. It had been
previously claimed to be Ni-rich by McWilliam et al. (1995).

Cr and Mn are produced mainly in the outer incomplete Si-burning lay-
ers, while Sc is synthesized during explosive oxygen and neon burning.
The Sc yields show large variations and thus appear to be strongly influ-
enced by the mass of the progenitor of the explosion (Woosley & Weaver
1995; Chieffi & Limongi 2002). The observed abundances of these ele-
ments have previously been shown to decrease with decreasing metallicity
(McWilliam et al. 1995; Ryan, Norris & Beers 1996; Carretta et al. 2002).

3.6.3 Neutron capture elements: Ba, Y, Nd

In this paper we have also defined some lines of heavy elements namely
4 lines belong to Nd, 1 line of Ba and 1 line of Y, which are shown in
Fig. 3.9. The Ba2 (4934 Å) and Nd5293 lines have previously been used
to estimate abundance ratios in iron-poor halo giant star by Hill et al.
(2002).

Elements with Z > 30 are labeled neutron-capture (n-capture) that are
produced by adding neutrons to iron nuclei. This capture occurs via two
principal processes: the r-process (for rapid neutron-capture process) and
the s-process (for slow neutron-capture process; Burbidge et al. 1957).
These processes depend on neutron densities in the environment. The
s-process elements are mainly produced by low- to intermadiate mass (1-
4 M�) thermally pulsating AGB stars (Travaglio et al. 2004) while the
r-process production occurs in massive-star nucleosynthesis such as SNe
II.

Tolstoy, Hill & Tosi (2009) compares Ba, Y and Eu abundances in dSphs
and in the Milky Way. In dSphs, the early evolution of all neutron-
capture elements is first dominated by the r-process after which Ba starts
to be produced and dominates. The metallicity of switch from r- to s-
process is the same as the [α/Fe] knee ([Fe/H] ∼ -1.8). In the Milky
Way, Ba and Y are dominated by the r-process for [Fe/H] ≤ -2.0, while
the s-process leads at higher metallicities, for instance more than 80 %
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of the solar Ba is originating from the s-process.

Edvardsson et al. (1993) presented the study of a large sample of disk
dwarf abundances and their results show that the abundance of Y in the
first s-process peak, and Ba and Nd in the second s-process peak, scale
with metallicity down to [Fe/H]=-1.

3.7 Conclusions
• We present the definitions of a new set of high-resolution spectral

indices, analogous to the Lick system, to be used for small stellar
systems. It makes it possible to study the abundance ratios in
systems with low stellar velocity dispersion, like dwarf galaxies,
globular clusters, UDGs.

• We identified 113 absorption features and continuum regions in
the spectral range from 4700-5400 Å, using the spectral atlas of
Arcturus to study as many as elements as possible.

• We defined a set of new indices using the PEGASE.HR stellar pop-
ulation models, based on the high-resolution ELODIE.3 empirical
stellar library (Prugniel & Soubiran 2001, 2004). We characterized
the behaviour of the line indices as a function of age, metallicity
and velocity dispersion.

• We investigated the dependence of the line indices on alpha-elemental
abundance ratio using the theoretical models of W09.

• We discuss the various elements for which abundances can be deter-
mined using our new line index system and for the understanding
of stellar populations in galaxies.
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Appendix

3.A All Tables
In this appendix, we put all tables. Table 3.1 shows the values of Ai and
Bi for each index. We list the definitions of all lines in Table 3.2.

3.B All Figures for the behaviour of the in-
dices as a function of metallicity, age
and spectral resolution

3.C 3d-diagrams
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Table 3.1 – Age-metallicity dependence.

Index Ai Bi Index Ai Bi
Ba2 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Fe4957 0.4 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1
Ca4878 0.7 ±0.2 3.2 ±0.6 Fe4993 0.5 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.2
Ca5020 0.4 ±0.2 0.3 ±0.1 Fe5018 0.3 ±0.1 0.2 ±0.1
Ca5041 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Fe5022 0.5 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.2
Ca5188 1.5 ±0.5 1.7 ±0.9 Fe5027 0.6 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.2
Ca5261 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Fe5051 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1
Ca5349 0.6 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.2 Fe5059 0.7 ±0.2 1.6 ±0.3
Co4749 1.1 ±0.4 2.5 ±1.3 Fe5068 0.5 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1
Co4867 0.5 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.3 Fe5099 0.4 ±0.2 0.4 ±0.1
Co5230 0.5 ±0.3 0.7 ±0.2 Fe5107 0.3 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.0
Co5343 0.7 ±0.1 0.7 ±0.3 Fe5110 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1
Cr4745 1.7 ±0.9 3.3 ±1.5 Fe5123 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1
Cr4789 0.5 ±0.2 0.5 ±0.2 Fe5127 0.5 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1
Cr4942 0.6 ±0.1 0.7 ±0.2 Fe5133 1.0 ±0.2 0.8 ±0.1
Cr5072 0.5 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Fe5139 0.6 ±0.3 0.8 ±0.0
Cr5247 0.9 ±0.1 1.8 ±1.0 Fe5143 1.8 ±0.6 0.9 ±0.4
Cr5265 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Fe5151 0.3 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.0
Cr5275 0.4 ±0.1 0.3 ±0.1 Fe5153 0.3 ±0.1 0.4 ±0.1
Cr5298 0.6 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Fe5162 5.6 ±2.7 1.0 ±0.3
Cr5313 0.8 ±0.1 0.7 ±0.4 Fe5202 0.3 ±0.1 0.7 ±0.1
Cr5345 0.8 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.2 Fe5226 0.5 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1
Cr5408 0.6 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Fe5250 0.6 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1
Fe4733 0.5 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.2 Fe5270 0.5 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1
Fe4736 0.5 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.2 Fe5273 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1
Fe4768 0.6 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.3 Fe5283 0.5 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1
Fe4776 1.0 ±0.3 2.9 ±1.6 Fe5307 0.4 ±0.1 0.4 ±0.1
Fe4871 1.5 ±0.5 1.2 ±0.4 Fe5317 0.2 ±0.1 0.1 ±0.0
Fe4888 2.5 ±1.1 1.1 ±0.2 Fe5324 0.6 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.2
Fe4891 0.6 ±0.2 0.7 ±0.2 Fe5328 0.5 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1
Fe4910 0.6 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.2 Fe5333 0.5 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.1
Fe4920 0.5 ±0.2 0.5 ±0.2 Fe5340 0.5 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1
Fe4938 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Fe5365 0.4 ±0.1 0.4 ±0.1
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Index Ai Bi Index Ai Bi
Fe5367 0.5 ±0.1 0.4 ±0.1 Ti4722 0.7 ±0.1 0.7 ±0.3
Fe5371 0.5 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Ti4848 0.7 ±0.3 0.7 ±0.3
Fe5383 0.4 ±0.2 0.5 ±0.1 Ti4898 0.5 ±0.1 0.4 ±0.1
Fe5396 0.6 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Ti4991 0.3 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1
Fe5414 0.6 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.2 Ti4996 1.4 ±0.8 1.6 ±0.9
Mn4754 0.6 ±0.3 0.6 ±0.2 Ti5009 0.4 ±0.1 0.2 ±0.1
Mn4762 0.4 ±0.2 0.4 ±0.2 Ti5014 0.4 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.1
Mn4766 0.6 ±0.2 0.5 ±0.2 Ti5025 0.4 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.1
Mn4783 0.7 ±0.2 0.7 ±0.3 Ti5043 0.4 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.2
Mn4823 0.5 ±0.2 0.5 ±0.2 Ti5061 0.7 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.3
Mn5255 0.6 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.2 Ti5064 0.4 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1
Mn5376 1.1 ±0.2 3.1 ±1.4 Ti5113 0.5 ±0.3 0.5 ±0.2
Mn5394 0.7 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.2 Ti5129 0.5 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1
Na4978 0.7 ±0.2 0.8 ±0.3 Ti5219 5.3 ±2.6 5.1 ±2.5
Nd2 0.9 ±0.3 0.6 ±0.3 Ti5336 0.2 ±0.1 0.3 ±0.1
Nd5076 0.3 ±0.1 0.7 ±0.1 Ti5381 0.3 ±0.2 0.1 ±0.1
Nd5192 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 V4832 1.8 ±1.0 1.5 ±0.8
Nd5293 0.9 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.2 V4864 0.0 ±0.0 0.3 ±0.0
Ni4752 2.6 ±1.3 1.7 ±0.7 V4875 1.3 ±0.4 3.8 ±1.1
Ni5036 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 V4924 0.4 ±0.2 0.4 ±0.2
Ni5353 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Y4854 0.9 ±0.5 0.9 ±0.4
Sc4779 0.4 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.2 Mgb 0.4 ±0.2 0.8 ±0.2
Sc5031 0.5 ±0.1 0.3 ±0.1 Hbeta 0.2 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1
Sc5083 0.4 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1 Hbetao 0.1 ±0.0 0.5 ±0.0
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Table 3.2 – INDEX DEFINITIONS.

No. Name Index Bandpass Blue Continuum Red Continuum
1 Ba2 4930.000–4935.800 4894.400–4896.800 4948.600–4951.800
2 Ti4722 4720.950–4723.590 4718.680–4720.720 4723.540–4725.880
3 Fe4733 4732.700–4734.950 4723.680–4725.720 4758.200–4760.900
4 Fe4736 4734.250–4737.990 4723.680–4725.720 4758.200–4760.900
5 Cr4745 4743.400–4746.600 4723.000–4726.400 4757.000–4760.000
6 Co4749 4748.700–4750.500 4723.000–4726.400 4769.100–4770.700
7 Ni4752 4750.400–4753.100 4723.000–4726.400 4757.000–4760.000
8 Mn4754 4753.520–4755.095 4723.680–4725.720 4758.200–4760.900
9 Mn4762 4759.700–4763.760 4723.680–4725.720 4768.780–4770.860
10 Mn4766 4764.125–4768.040 4758.200–4760.900 4768.780–4770.860
11 Fe4768 4766.925–4769.110 4758.200–4760.900 4793.450–4795.700
12 Fe4776 4775.140–4776.895 4768.880–4771.080 4793.450–4795.700
13 Sc4779 4778.075–4781.120 4768.880–4771.080 4793.450–4795.700
14 Mn4783 4781.500–4785.560 4768.880–4771.080 4793.450–4795.700
15 Cr4789 4787.350–4791.120 4768.880–4771.080 4793.450–4795.700
16 Nd2 4819.500–4821.800 4811.400–4819.400 4844.500–4847.500
17 Mn4823 4822.420–4825.780 4814.600–4820.200 4844.500–4846.900
18 V4832 4829.350–4833.260 4814.600–4820.200 4844.500–4846.900
19 Fe4836 4833.300–4834.820 4814.600–4820.200 4844.500–4846.900
20 Ti4848 4847.060–4849.760 4844.760–4847.100 4856.500–4858.500
21 Y4854 4853.680–4856.410 4844.800–4846.900 4856.500–4858.500
22 V4864 4862.800–4867.600 4856.250–4858.250 4893.800–4896.200
23 Co4867 4866.275–4868.690 4856.250–4858.250 4893.800–4896.200
24 Fe4871 4868.125–4873.780 4856.250–4858.250 4893.800–4896.200
25 V4875 4873.525–4876.765 4856.250–4858.250 4893.800–4896.200
26 Ca4878 4877.360–4878.740 4856.250–4858.250 4893.800–4896.200
27 V4881 4879.980–4883.880 4856.250–4858.250 4893.800–4896.200
28 Fe4888 4887.300–4890.100 4856.250–4858.250 4893.800–4896.200
29 Fe4891 4889.125–4893.040 4856.250–4858.250 4893.800–4896.200
30 Ti4898 4898.300–4901.300 4892.000–4898.000 4947.000–4955.000
31 Fe4910 4904.700–4913.800 4894.400–4896.800 4948.600–4951.800
32 Ti4913 4912.600–4915.900 4892.000–4898.000 4947.000–4955.000
33 Fe4920 4914.425–4924.140 4894.400–4896.800 4948.600–4951.800
34 Vi4924 4921.825–4927.480 4894.400–4896.800 4948.600–4951.800
35 Fe4938 4933.600–4941.720 4894.400–4896.800 4948.600–4951.800
36 Cri494 4939.875–4943.210 4894.400–4896.800 4948.600–4951.800
37 Fe4957 4955.700–4959.660 4948.730–4952.190 4959.794–4964.260
38 Na4978 4976.300–4979.780 4948.730–4952.190 4986.600–4988.760
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No. Name Index Bandpass Blue Continuum Red Continuum
39 Ti4991 4989.275–4991.900 4986.600–4988.760 5032.720–5034.790
40 Fe4993 4993.160–4995.635 4986.600–4988.760 5032.720–5034.790
41 Ti4996 4995.700–4997.500 4986.600–4988.760 5032.720–5034.790
42 Ti5009 5008.500–5011.000 5001.500–5004.500 5031.800–5034.100
43 Ti5014 5012.350–5016.120 5002.400–5005.100 5032.260–5034.330
44 Fe5018 5016.350–5019.540 5002.400–5005.100 5032.260–5034.330
45 Ca5020 5019.300–5021.100 5002.400–5005.100 5032.260–5034.330
46 Fe5022 5020.300–5023.750 5002.400–5005.100 5032.260–5034.330
47 Ti5025 5023.425–5025.955 5002.400–5005.100 5032.260–5034.330
48 Fe5027 5026.300–5029.420 5002.400–5005.100 5032.260–5034.330
49 Sc5031 5029.825–5032.000 5002.400–5005.100 5032.260–5034.330
50 Ni5036 5034.440–5038.220 5032.720–5034.790 5056.820–5059.460
51 Ca5041 5036.200–5043.740 5032.720–5034.790 5056.820–5059.460
52 Ti5043 5042.700–5044.570 5032.720–5034.790 5056.820–5059.460
53 Fe5051 5050.125–5052.880 5032.720–5034.790 5056.820–5059.460
54 Fe5059 5059.300–5060.500 5056.820–5059.460 5092.920–5095.800
55 Ti5061 5060.700–5062.300 5056.820–5059.460 5092.920–5095.800
56 Ti5064 5063.380–5067.280 5056.820–5059.460 5092.920–5095.800
57 Fe5068 5065.350–5070.180 5056.820–5059.460 5092.920–5095.800
58 Cr5072 5071.095–5073.570 5056.820–5059.460 5092.920–5095.800
59 Nd5076 5073.900–5077.900 5055.500–5058.800 5094.000–5097.600
60 Sc5083 5081.150–5084.920 5056.820–5059.460 5092.920–5095.800
61 Fe5099 5097.700–5101.060 5092.920–5095.800 5101.600–5104.000
62 Fe5107 5106.300–5108.940 5101.200–5104.000 5118.800–5121.000
63 Fe5110 5107.675–5111.635 5101.200–5104.000 5118.800–5121.000
64 Ti5113 5111.800–5114.600 5102.000–5106.000 5119.900–5122.100
65 Fe5123 5122.300–5125.060 5101.200–5104.000 5143.710–5146.650
66 Fe5127 5126.700–5128.300 5118.800–5121.000 5143.710–5147.140
67 Ti5129 5127.800–5130.680 5118.800–5121.000 5143.710–5147.140
68 Fe5133 5132.400–5135.400 5119.900–5122.100 5144.200–5149.100
69 Ni5137 5135.400–5137.900 5119.900–5122.100 5144.200–5149.100
70 Fe5139 5137.900–5140.500 5119.900–5122.100 5144.200–5149.100
71 Fe5143 5140.500–5144.100 5119.900–5122.100 5144.200–5149.100
72 Fe5151 5151.000–5152.700 5144.200–5149.100 5174.000–5179.000
73 Fe5153 5152.000–5155.000 5144.200–5149.100 5174.000–5179.000
74 Fe5162 5160.900–5163.700 5144.200–5149.100 5174.000–5179.000
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No. Name Index Bandpass Blue Continuum Red Continuum
75 Ca5188 5187.000–5190.000 5174.000–5179.000 5196.700–5201.300
76 Nd5192 5190.940–5193.530 5174.500–5178.500 5198.540–5201.760
77 Fe5202 5201.700–5202.900 5186.040–5188.140 5212.400–5214.500
78 Ti5219 5218.800–5220.800 5211.000–5214.500 5236.000–5238.500
79 Fe5226 5219.800–5230.240 5212.400–5214.500 5236.250–5238.250
80 Co5230 5228.150–5230.750 5220.100–5222.100 5236.250–5238.250
81 Cr5247 5244.700–5248.495 5236.250–5238.250 5256.200–5259.200
82 Fe5250 5248.700–5253.260 5236.250–5238.250 5256.200–5259.200
83 Mn5255 5253.200–5257.260 5236.250–5238.250 5256.200–5259.200
84 Ca5261 5259.925–5263.260 5257.400–5259.500 5277.310–5279.410
85 Cr5265 5263.700–5268.340 5257.400–5259.500 5277.310–5279.410
86 Fe5270 5266.700–5273.000 5257.400–5259.500 5277.310–5279.410
87 Fe5273 5271.450–5274.640 5257.400–5259.500 5277.310–5279.410
88 Cr5275 5273.700–5277.600 5257.400–5259.500 5277.310–5279.410
89 Fe5283 5279.325–5283.240 5277.310–5279.410 5308.810–5310.840
90 Nd5293 5291.920–5294.520 5277.310–5279.410 5308.810–5310.840
91 Cr5298 5292.600–5300.720 5277.310–5279.410 5308.810–5310.840
92 Fe5307 5305.700–5309.150 5304.200–5306.300 5308.810–5310.840
93 Cr5313 5311.700–5313.950 5308.860–5311.020 5317.310–5323.680
94 Fe5317 5314.620–5317.380 5308.810–5310.840 5317.310–5323.680
95 Fe5324 5323.480–5325.880 5317.310–5320.740 5334.000–5336.000
96 Fe5328 5325.300–5331.680 5317.310–5320.740 5334.000–5336.000
97 Fe5333 5331.400–5333.720 5317.310–5320.740 5334.000–5336.000
98 Ti5336 5335.870–5338.745 5334.000–5336.000 5353.950–5357.250
99 Fe5340 5338.000–5342.640 5334.000–5336.000 5353.950–5357.250
100 Co5343 5341.525–5344.860 5334.000–5336.000 5353.950–5357.250
101 Cr5345 5343.825–5347.740 5334.000–5336.000 5353.950–5357.250
102 Ca5349 5346.175–5351.540 5334.000–5336.000 5353.950–5357.250
103 Ni5353 5352.400–5354.400 5333.500–5336.000 5354.500–5360.000
104 Fe5365 5363.700–5366.580 5354.000–5357.000 5384.150–5386.250
105 Fe5367 5365.275–5368.900 5354.000–5357.000 5384.150–5386.250
106 Fe5371 5369.300–5373.800 5354.000–5357.000 5384.150–5386.250
107 Mn5376 5375.800–5378.075 5354.000–5357.000 5384.150–5386.250
108 Ti5381 5380.000–5382.000 5354.000–5360.000 5384.500–5388.000
109 Fe5383 5381.890–5384.095 5354.000–5357.000 5384.150–5386.250
110 Mn5394 5393.700–5395.505 5384.150–5386.250 5415.800–5418.000
111 Fe5396 5394.775–5399.560 5384.150–5386.250 5415.800–5418.000
112 Cr5408 5407.050–5412.560 5384.150–5386.250 5415.800–5418.000
113 Fe5414 5411.700–5415.785 5384.150–5386.250 5415.800–5418.000
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Figure 3.10 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Ba2, Ti4722,
Fe4733, Fe4736, Cr4745, Co4749 and Ni4752.
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Figure 3.11 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Mn4754, Mn4762,
Mn4766, Fe4768, Fe4776,Sc4779 and Mn4783.
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Figure 3.12 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Cr4789, Nd2,
Mn4823, V4832, Fe4836, Ti4848 and Y4855.
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Figure 3.13 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: V4864, Co4867,
Fe4871, V4875, Ca4878, V4881 and Fe4888.
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Figure 3.14 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Fe4891, Ti4898,
Fe4910, Ti4913, Fe4920, V4924 and Fe4938.
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Figure 3.15 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Cr4942, Fe4957,
Na4978, Ti4991, Fe4993, Ti4996 and Ti5009.
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Figure 3.16 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Ti5014, Fe5018,
Ca5020, Fe5022, Ti5025, Fe5027 and Sc5031.
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Figure 3.17 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Ni5036, Ca5041,
Ti5043, Fe5051, Fe5059, Ti5061 and Ti5064.
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Figure 3.18 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Fe5068, Cr5072,
Nd5076, Sc5083, Fe5099, Fe5107 and Fe5110.
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Figure 3.19 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Ti5113, Fe5123,
Fe5127, Ti5129, Fe5133, Ni5137 and Fe5139.
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Figure 3.20 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Fe5143, Fe5151,
Ti5153, Fe5162, Ca5188, Nd5192 and Fe5202.
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Figure 3.21 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Ti5219, Fe5226,
Co5230, Cr5247, Fe5250,Mn5255 and Ca5261.
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Figure 3.22 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Cr5265, Fe5270,
Fe5273, Cr5275, Fe5283, Nd5293 and Cr5298.
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Figure 3.23 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Fe5307, Cr5313,
Fe5317, Fe5324, Fe5328, Fe5333 and Ti5336.
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Figure 3.24 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Fe5340, Co5343,
Cr5345, Ca5349, Ni5353, Fe5365 and Fe5367.
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Figure 3.25 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Fe5371, Mn5376,
Ti5381, Fe5383, Mn5394, Fe5396, Cr5408 and Fe5414.
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Figure 3.26 – Same as in Figure 3.4 but for Ba2, Ti4722, Fe4733, Fe4736,
Cr4745, Co4749, Ni4752, Mn4754, Mn4762, Mn4766, Fe4768 and Fe4776.
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Figure 3.27 – Same as in Figure 3.4 but for Sc4779, Mn4783, Cr4789,
Nd2, Mn4823, V4832, Fe4836, Ti4848, Y4855, V4864, Co4867 and
Fe4871.
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Figure 3.28 – Same as in Figure 3.4 but for V4875, Ca4878, V4881,
Fe4888, Fe4891, Ti4898, Fe4910, Ti4913, Fe4920, V4924, Fe4938 and
Cr4942.
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Figure 3.29 – Same as in Figure 3.4 but for Fe4957, Na4978, Ti4991,
Fe4993, Ti4996, Ti5009, Ti5014, Fe5018, Ca5020, Fe5022, Ti5025 and
Fe5027.
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Figure 3.30 – Same as in Figure 3.4 but for Sc5031, Ni5036, Ca5041,
Ti5043, Fe5051, Fe5059, Ti5061, Ti5064, Fe5068, Cr5072, Nd5076 and
Sc5083.
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Figure 3.31 – Same as in Figure 3.4 but for Fe5099, Fe5107, Fe5110,
Ti5113, Fe5123, Fe5127, Ti5129, Fe5133, Ni5137, Fe5139, Fe5143 and
Fe5151.
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Figure 3.32 – Same as in Figure 3.4 but for Ti5153, Fe5162, Ca5188,
Nd5192, Fe5202, Ti5219, Fe5226, Co5230, Cr5247, Fe5250,Mn5255 and
Ca5261.
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Figure 3.33 – Same as in Figure 3.4 but for Cr5265, Fe5270, Fe5273,
Cr5275, Fe5283, Nd5293, Cr5298, Fe5307, Cr5313, Fe5317, Fe5324 and
Fe5328.
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Figure 3.34 – Same as in Figure 3.4 but for Fe5333, Ti5336, Fe5340,
Co5343, Cr5345, Ca5349, Ni5353, Fe5365, Fe5367, Fe5371, Mn5376 and
Ti5381.
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Figure 3.35 – Same as in Figure 3.4 but for Fe5383, Mn5394, Fe5396,
Cr5408 and Fe5414.
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